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August 31, 1972

'.-

OPENING

DINNER

Once again, "Taylor is people" and "the students are what the university
exists for." To be a person is to be different from any other plant or animal.

It

is much more beautiful and exciting; it is also much more difficult and demanding.
To be a person is to be responsible and accountable, suspended always in a network of appropriate tensions which sustains motivation and puts meaning into responsibi lity and accountability.
This view of personality is what prompts us always to be and do better than
we were and did the year before. As persons we are individuals; as a group of
individuals we are unified by common goals and commitments. Both sides of the
coin are important. E. G., a fault of many young people today is that in their
determination to be different, they are so different that they are just like each
other. An example is the way young people dance: Two dogs were going along
the street and stopped to watch through the window of a youth center. They watched
a while, then one said to the other, "If ~ did that, they'd ~ us."

As a Christian college we have been saying we are different from most others,
even within the fami Iy of Christian colleges. This is how we see ourselves. An
important question now is, how do those who are looking in from the outside see us?
Do they understand what we are and what we are trying to do? Do you think this
doesn't matter? I think it does.
It is both complimentary and frightening to receive a letter last week that

-2says others turn to us when they seek a pattern for the anchorpoints of a true Christian
*see page 4
co liege. -- (Read the Letter). -- To wbatever extent we are worthy of th is i nqu iry,
how can we maintain and strengthen whatever it is that attracted this letter?
I th ink we are depe ndent on these 1I0utsi ders II for our students and for money.
Even though they may trust us, they will not become really involved with us unless
they become understanding participants. They may "Iump us offll with all the others
and interpret our movements as did the dog the dancers.
This is our rationale for a Forward Planning Commission. The core committee
will outline the project and manage the procedures. But there will be ten "dogs"
looking in through the windows; ten sub-committee opinion groups representing
parents, alumni, community, faculty, students, staff, Christian service leaders,
educators, and minorities. The core panel wi II listen to these opinion groups to
discover what our friends think and why they perceive us that way. They wi II also
listen for what these groups think we ought to be and how we can serve them better
and meet their needs more adequately.
The commission will ask us all to be more incisive and more specific in
defining and describing our objectives and our procedures. Our planning wi II have
to be clear, thorough, rigorous, businesslike, and documented. We will need to
be able to demonstrate our performance toward objectives. Fri II-type programs,
budget wastefulness, low usage, inability to manage within budgets will become
apparent and visible. We will have to be able to convince these groups upon whom
we depend for students and financial resources of the viability of our program and
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policies, or we will have to hear and give serious consideration to their views and
suggestions. As a faculty we can no longer be autonomous; we are interdependent
with all of our friends. We will have to review the relation of expenditures in a
5 mi Ilion dollar annual oPeTating budget to potential income. Students of higher
education financing are predicting, II---budgets for 1977-78 (only 5 years hence)
wi II need vast injections of new money. II We must have a plan by which to implement
our faith that we should and will survive. This is the development function, and this
is going to be exceedingly demanding in the immediate future.
Accordingly, we are going to have to assure ourselves that we are actually
doing the maximum in service to students with the people, program, and plant resources
we already have. We wi II have to be sure our academic program, our curricular
opportunities are reJeva l1lt. We wi II have to be more disciplined in our accountabi lity
and our stewardship. Surveys such as the 1972 senior questionnaire and num~rous
others that will invite the opinions of other interested groups will provide input
for the Commission, which will then report out the results in IItotal impact ll form,
first to the board of trustees and then to all of us for our information and implementation.
We can help the Forward Planning Commission help us do these things and
put this all together.

In 1965 we launched what came to be called liThe New Taylor. II

Now, 7 years later, we can evaluate, update, and create an even newer Taylor for
the needs of students who will, if Christ delays His coming, live into the 21st century.
My friends, I move into 1972-73 with a combination of serious optimism and

-4careful self-examination that goes beyond any previous experience in 29 years.
I have faith in God for His lIexceeding abundantly above" resources, and I also
acknow ledge the greater demands than ever on us to commit ourselves, sacrificially

if necessary, to understanding and helping to meet student needs in a

II

last-days II

world that is unfolding and fulfilling Biblical prophecy on an accelerated timetable
and with noticeable increasing clarity.
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*"Recognizing this, and taking advice on a number of the schools related
to our own denomination, we are very anxious that history does not repeat
itse If as far as this college is concerned. It is in this chain of reference
that I am writing to you, at the suggestion of Mr. David C. Cook III,
of the David C. Cook Publishing Company. Mr. Cook is a member of the
Academic Committee of Judson, of which I am chairman.
"I would like very much if you would share with me what you would
conc,e ive to be the appropriate ways and means to maintain the
evangel ical, Christian, Biblical stance of a Christian college, and
at the same time permit it to have a strong academic program, academic
freedom, and the opportunity for valid intellectual inquiry.
"Any suggestions that you have or any information that you could share
with us at this point will be very much appreciated."

